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Welcome to the world of the Glitter Baby Fleur Savagar is the most beautiful woman in the world . . . to everyone but herself. With
her oversized hands and paddle-boat feet, her streaky blond hair and funny green eyes, she lives a life filled with secrets that
began before she was born. That was when her bewitching mother left home to find James Dean and met Errol Flynn instead. Now
Fleur has to grow up quickly, and life won't make that easy. Jake Koranda is both New York's most brilliant playwright and
Hollywood's hottest actor. Difficult, talented, and tormented, he has no patience for international glamour girls, not even ones with
beautiful bodies and smart-aleck mouths. But there's more to the Glitter Baby than shine, and Fleur's tougher than Jake expects.
Even with the odds stacked against her, she's fiercely determined to discover the woman she's destined to be. An ugly duckling
who can't believe she's turned into a swan . . . A tough-guy movie star with a haunted past . . . In a land of broken dreams, can two
unlikely lovers trust their hearts?
Benita: An African Romance (alternatively titled The Spirit of Bambatse) is a novel by H. Rider Haggard.
Able to wield thunder and lightning, wyr sentinel Tiago Black Eagle has ruled the skies for centuries. His massive build and
thunderous power make him one of the wyr's best weapons. And he's the one sent to protect Tricks, heir to the Dark Fae throne,
when she's almost assassinated in Chicago. Soon Tiago and Tricks will fall prey to the stormy hunger that engulfs them-a passion
that will shake the very foundation of all the worlds.
In a nightmarish, post-holocaust world, an ancient evil roams a devastated America, gathering the forces of human greed and
madness, searching for a child named Swan who possesses the gift of life.
A Novel
A Dark-Hunter Novel
Death in Winter
The Barrios of Manta
Books of Blood Volume 4
Swan Song

Out of all the mysterious boarders who call Sanctuary home, no one is more antisocial or withdrawn than Maxis Drago. But then,
it's hard to blend in with the modern world when you have a fifty foot wingspan. Centuries ago, he was cursed by an enemy who
swore to see him fall. An enemy who took everything from him and left him forever secluded. But Fate is a bitch, with a wicked
sense of humor. And when she throws old enemies together and threatens the wife he thought had died centuries ago, he comes
back with a vengeance. Modern day New Orleans has become a battleground for the oldest of evils. And two dragons will hold the
line, or go down in flames, in Dragonbane, the next explosive Dark-Hunter novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon.
This Expo book brings together leading academic and policymaker experts to reflect on the significant challenges faced by lagging
regions in participating in the European Union’s Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation (RIS3) programme.
In doing so, the book offers a set of new policy recommendations on the design and implementation of appropriate Smart
Specialisation Strategies (S3) in lagging regions, which may enable them to benefit from the opportunities of digitalisation and
Industry 4.0 (I4.0).
Years before they served together on board the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM, Commander William Riker and ship's counselor Deanna Troi
had a tempestuous love affair on her home planet of Betazed. Now, their passions have cooled and they serve together as friends.
Yet the memories of that time linger and Riker and Troi remain Imzadi- a powerful Betazoid term that describes the enduring bond
they still share. During delicate negotiations with an aggressive race called the Sindareen Deanna Troi mysteriously falls ill and
dies. But her death is only the beginning of the adventure for Commander Riker, an adventure that will take him across time, pit
him against one of his closest friends, and force him to choose between Starfleet's strictest rule and the one he calls Imzadi.
This collection of H. P. Lovecraft's work contains 71 stories by the master of weird fantasy and strange horror fiction. The stories
include well-known gems such as 'The Call of Cthulhu', 'The Dunwich Horror' and 'The Case of Charles Dexter Ward' as well as
lesser known works. The stories are in chronological order, thus allowing the reader to explore how Lovecraft's work developed
over the course of his writing career. It is the perfect introduction to the work of a writer who has influenced countless authors who
have followed in his wake, such as Stephen King.
Star Trek: The Next Generation
House of Earth and Blood
The Death of Virgil
Mystery Weekly Magazine
Catalogo dei libri in commercio
A Personal Account of the Peace Corps in Ecuador
Master spy, Nazi hunter—and werewolf on the prowl—in occupied Paris: A classic of dark fantasy
from a Bram Stoker Award—winning author. Allied Intelligence has been warned: A Nazi strategy
designed to thwart the D-Day invasion is underway. A Russian émigré turned operative for the
British Secret Service, Michael Gallatin has been brought out of retirement as a personal
courier. His mission: Parachute into Nazi-occupied France, search out the informant under close
watch by the Gestapo, and recover the vital information necessary to subvert the mysterious Nazi
plan called Iron Fist. Fearlessly devoted to the challenge, Gallatin is the one agent uniquely
qualified to meet it—he’s a werewolf. Now, as shifting as the shadows on the dangerous streets
of Paris, a master spy is on the scent of unimaginable evil. But with the Normandy landings only
hours away, it’s going to be a race against time. For Gallatin, caught in the dark heart of the
Third Reich’s twisted death machine, there is only one way to succeed. He must unleash his own
internal demons and redefine the meaning of the horror of war. From the award-winning author of
Swan Song and Boy’s Life, this is a “powerful novel [that] fuses WWII espionage thriller and
dark fantasy. Richly detailed, intricately plotted, fast-paced historical suspense is enhanced
by McCammon’s unique take on the werewolf myth” (Publishers Weekly).
In 1973, when all the arguments were presented to the American Psychiatric Association both for
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and against the idea of homosexuality as pathology, it was the personal disclosures of gay men
that had the most influence. Listening to their stories of frustration in treatment–and their
newfound happiness through acceptance of a gay identity–the American Psychiatric Association
voted to omit homosexuality as a diagnostic category. Now, twenty years later, Dr. Joseph
Nicolosi presents the opposite kind of personal testimony. This testimony is from homosexual men
who have tried to accept a gay identity but were dissatisfied, and then benefitted from
psychotherapy to help free them of homosexuality. While each client has his unique story,
Nicolosi has chosen eight men as representative of the personalities he has encountered in the
twelve years during which he has treated over 200 homosexual clients. These men are engaged in a
"two-front war"–an internal assault against their own unwanted desires, and an external battle
against a popular culture that does not understand or value their struggle. In their own words,
we hear these men's struggles to develop healthy, non-erotic male friendships. We hear of their
fear and anger toward the men in their lives, and their strained relationships with the fathers
they never understood. Nicolosi contends that every man possesses aspects of these clients: The
frailty of Albert, the integrity of Charlie, the rage of Dan, the narcissism of Steve, and the
ambivalence of Roger, to list some of them. Some readers of this book may be surprised by the
directive style of Dr. Nicolosi's therapeutic intervention. In part, this is due to the
editorial synthesis of the transcript. More importantly, however, reparative therapy does
require a more involved therapist–a benevolent provocateur who departs from the tradition of
uninvolved, opaque analyst to become a salient male presence. The therapist must balance active
challenge with warm encouragement to follow the father-son model. T
As they faced one another in a duel of survival, the Roman tribune Marcus Scaurus held the spellscribed sword of a Druid priest, and the Celtic chieftain Viridovix held a similar sword,
bespelled by a rival Druid sorcerer. At the moment they touched, the two found themselves under
a strange night sky where no stars were familiar and where Gaul and Rome were unknown. They were
in an outpost of the embattled Empire of Videssos--in a world where magic and dark sorcery would
test their skill and courage as no Roman legion had ever been tested before. From the Paperback
edition.
An Alabama boy’s innocence is shaken by murder and madness in the 1960s South in this novel by
the New York Times–bestselling author of Swan Song. It’s 1964 in idyllic Zephyr, Alabama. People
either work for the paper mill up the Tecumseh River, or for the local dairy. It’s a simple
life, but it stirs the impressionable imagination of twelve-year-old aspiring writer Cory
Mackenson. He’s certain he’s sensed spirits whispering in the churchyard. He’s heard of the
weird bootleggers who lurk in the dark outside of town. He’s seen a flood leave Main Street
crawling with snakes. Cory thrills to all of it as only a young boy can. Then one morning, while
accompanying his father on his milk route, he sees a car careen off the road and slowly sink
into fathomless Saxon’s Lake. His father dives into the icy water to rescue the driver, and
finds a beaten corpse, naked and handcuffed to the steering wheel—a copper wire tightened around
the stranger’s neck. In time, the townsfolk seem to forget all about the unsolved murder. But
Cory and his father can’t. Their search for the truth is a journey into a world where innocence
and evil collide. What lies before them is the stuff of fear and awe, magic and madness, fantasy
and reality. As Cory wades into the deep end of Zephyr and all its mysteries, he’ll discover
that while the pleasures of childish things fade away, growing up can be a strange and beautiful
ride. “Strongly echoing the childhood-elegies of King and Bradbury, and every bit their equal,”
Boy’s Life, a winner of both the Bram Stoker and World Fantasy Awards, represents a brilliant
blend of mystery and rich atmosphere, the finest work of one of today’s most accomplished
writers (Kirkus Reviews).
Calamity
The Warriors
Glitter Baby
Hornung's Collection
Causality
October 2020

New York Times Bestseller Spring 2013 Kids' Indie Next List Sybella's duty as Death's assassin in 15thcentury France forces her return home to the personal hell that she had finally escaped. Love and
romance, history and magic, vengeance and salvation converge in this thrilling sequel to Grave Mercy.
Sybella arrives at the convent’s doorstep half mad with grief and despair. Those that serve Death are only
too happy to offer her refuge—but at a price. The convent views Sybella, naturally skilled in the arts of
both death and seduction, as one of their most dangerous weapons. But those assassin's skills are little
comfort when the convent returns her to a life that nearly drove her mad. And while Sybella is a weapon
of justice wrought by the god of Death himself, He must give her a reason to live. When she discovers an
unexpected ally imprisoned in the dungeons, will a daughter of Death find something other than
vengeance to live for?
Like HOMECOMING (074346754X) did for Star Trek Voyager and AVATAR (074340050X) did for Star Trek:
Deep Space Nine, DEATH IN WINTER picks up the Star Trek: The Next Generation story after the
TV/movies are complete and tells all-new stories about favourite Next Generation characters and their
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subsequent lives. After the fall of Shinzon (as seen in the feature film, STAR TREK: NEMESIS) the elite of
the Romulan Empire are battling over who will seize control. Caught up in this struggle are the Kevrata, a
once proud people, now strangled under Romulan domination. When a biogenetic disease threatens to
wipe out their race, Starfleet assigns its new Chief Medical Officer, Dr Beverly Crusher, to aid the
populace. But when she suddenly goes missing and is presumed dead, Jean-Luc Picard must race to try
and locate Crusher and help find a cure for the disease that could kill millions.
The square shall be nameless, but if you drive due west from Piccadilly the cab-man will eventually find it
on his left, and he ought to thank you for two shillings. It is not a fashionable square, but there are few
with a finer garden, while the studios on the south side lend distinction of another sort. The houses,
however, are small and dingy, and about the last to attract the expert practitioner in search of a crib.
Heaven knows it was with no such thought I trailed Raffles thither, one unlucky evening at the latter end
of that same season, when Dr. Theobald had at last insisted upon the bath-chair which I had foreseen in
the beginning. Trees whispered in the green garden aforesaid, and the cool, smooth lawns looked so
inviting that I wondered whether some philanthropic resident could not be induced to lend us the key. But
Raffles would not listen to the suggestion, when I stopped to make it, and what was worse, I found him
looking wistfully at the little houses instead. "Such balconies, Bunny! A leg up, and there you would be!" I
expressed a conviction that there would be nothing worth taking in the square, but took care to have him
under way again as I spoke. "I daresay you're right," sighed Raffles. "Rings and watches, I suppose, but it
would be hard luck to take them from people who live in houses like these. I don't know, though. Here's
one with an extra story. Stop, Bunny; if you don't stop I'll hold on to the railings! This is a good house; look
at the knocker and the electric bell. They've had that put in. There's some money here, my rabbit! I dare
bet there's a silver-table in the drawing-room; and the windows are wide open. Electric light, too, by
Jove!"...
Horrifying ghouls, decaying corpses, body snatchers, grave robbers and flesh-eating monsters. In this
gruesome anthology of the living dead, all these and more will try to catch your eye and devour your
brain. From the macabre pens of the world's most spine-tingling horror and fantasy writers, the grisliest,
goriest, ghastliest stories from the last two centuries have been plucked from the shadows by legendary
editor Otto Penzler, to form the most monstrous volume in zombie history. Featuring a cast of world-class
writers, including H.P. Lovecraft, Stephen King, Clive Barker, Richard Matheson, Edgar Allan Poe, Joe R.
Lansdale, Vivian Meik, Lisa Tuttle, W.B. Seabrook, Karen Haber, Guy De Maupassant, Richard Laymon,
Thomas Burke, Anthony Boucher, John Knox, Theodore Sturgeon and Seabury Quinn, this might just be
the world's biggest and bloodiest zombie anthology yet.
Storm's Heart
Translating Children's Literature
Case Stories of Reparative Therapy
Statistical Perspectives and Applications
A Compendium
Raffles: Further Adventures of the Amateur Cracksman
Translating Children’s Literature is an exploration of the many developmental and linguistic issues related to writing and translating for children, an
audience that spans a period of enormous intellectual progress and affective change from birth to adolescence. Lathey looks at a broad range of children’s
literature, from prose fiction to poetry and picture books. Each of the seven chapters addresses a different aspect of translation for children, covering: ·
Narrative style and the challenges of translating the child’s voice; · The translation of cultural markers for young readers; · Translation of the modern
picture book; · Dialogue, dialect and street language in modern children’s literature; · Read-aloud qualities, wordplay, onomatopoeia and the translation of
children’s poetry; · Retranslation, retelling and reworking; · The role of translation for children within the global publishing and translation industries. This
is the first practical guide to address all aspects of translating children’s literature, featuring extracts from commentaries and interviews with published
translators of children’s literature, as well as examples and case studies across a range of languages and texts. Each chapter includes a set of questions and
exercises for students. Translating Children’s Literature is essential reading for professional translators, researchers and students on courses in translation
studies or children’s literature.
Order the sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling novel Firefight today! From the bestselling author of the Mistborn series and Words of Radiance
comes Calamity, the final book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Reckoners series: Steelheart, Firefight, and Calamity. When Calamity lit up the sky,
the Epics were born. David’s fate has been tied to their villainy ever since that historic night. Steelheart killed his father. Firefight stole his heart. And now
Regalia has turned his closest ally into a dangerous enemy. David knew Prof’s secret, and kept it even when Prof struggled to control the effects of his Epic
powers. But facing Obliteration in Babilar was too much. Once the Reckoners’ leader, Prof has now embraced his Epic destiny. He’s disappeared into those
murky shadows of menace Epics are infamous for the world over, and everyone knows there’s no turning back. . . . But everyone is wrong. Redemption is
possible for Epics—Megan proved it. They’re not lost. Not completely. And David is just about crazy enough to face down the most powerful High Epic of
all to get his friend back. Or die trying. Praise for the Reckoners Series: #1 New York Times Bestselling Series “The suspense is relentless and the climax
explosive.” —James Dashner, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Maze Runner series “Another win for Sanderson . . . he’s simply a brilliant
writer. Period.” —Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind “Action-packed.” —EW.com
“Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases enough for readers to pick up on to distract from the more dramatic reveals he has in store.” —The
A.V. Club
Investigating the death of a professor who has brought back the secret of an insidious evil from Asia, small-town reproter Will Barbee suddenly finds
himself drawn to the seductive charms of the mysterious April Bell, despite the warnings of the murdered man's widow. Reprint.
Our annual Sherlock Holmes themed double issue is stuffed full with pastiches, parodies and articles. "The Case Of The Count Of Saint Germain" by
Martin Rosenstock: War is on the horizon, and the German ambassador narrowly escapes an assassin in London. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson must
investigate, and encounter the immortal Count of Saint Germain. "The Case Of Vigor, The Hammersmith Wonder" by Larry Lefkowitz: Holmes and
Watson must solve a locked room mystery with seemingly no clues. "The Adventure Of The Turned Tables" by Michael Mallory: It is the Diamond Jubilee
celebration of Queen Victoria, and Sherlock Holmes discovers a series of puzzling crimes he can only explain in one way: the late, not lamented Professor
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Moriarty, who presumably died six years earlier, has returned. "The Adventure Of Sherlock Hominid" by Teel James Glenn: A talking chimpanzee who
travels to alternate relies uses deductive reasoning to solve a locked room murder à la Sherlock Holmes! "The Baker Station Irregulars" by Eric Del Carlo:
On a space station a Holmesian character tries to unravel the events which led to the murder and mutilation of a famous pugilist. "Strangers In Blood" by
Adam Beau Mcfarlane: The children of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson live in Jazz Age New York City. They're hired to investigate a seance. "A
Clockwork Crook" by John H. Dromey: A Victorian damsel is in distress. Can a steampunk professor and an opera singer come to her rescue in time? "The
Case Of The Burnt Wires" by J.J. White: Dr. Watson narrates a lost case that could not be revealed until Mr Sherlock Holmes's death. "The Affair Of The
Heart" by Teel James Glenn: Holmes and Watson are not he scene when a young man has a heart attack on a train-but was it natural? "Death And The
Doctor" by Adam Beau Mcfarlane: In New York City during the Jazz Age, the children of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson solve a murder. Did a
malevolent soul hide behind the exterior mask of a well-schooled gentleman? "The Silent Sherlock" by Philip Leibfried: This is an article telling of all the
silent film adaptations of Sherlock Holmes. It includes American and foreign films. "Beggars Can Be Choosers" by Bruce Harris: This Sherlock Holmes
essay examines Hugh Boone, the street beggar in 'The Man With The Twisted Lip'. "Nevermore" by David Bart: In this Poe-ish tale, Lyle Scoggins is a
veteran, a cat owner and a successful crook. So, why do they want him dead? "Birthday Party" by Bruce McAllister: The self-aware artificial intelligence
that runs the superyacht of a billionaire who just died hosts a birthday party for him anyway-one with a special theme. "What Lies Beneath The Bandages"
by Richard Zwicker: The monster of Frankenstein has returned to Geneva and reinvented himself as a consulting detective. His motto: no case too
monstrous. That remains to be seen when his client is attacked by a mummy. "Mark Of Shame" by Roxanne Dent: Smart but saddled with a new partner he
resents, Detective Martinez investigates the death of a Halloween fanatic in an upscale Massachusetts community. And we have the special Sherlock
Holmes themed "Thiefsgiving" A You-Solve-It by Laird Long. Basis Rathbone and Nigel Bruce custom cover art by the talented Robin Grenville-Evans.
The H. P. Lovecraft Collection
Smart Specialisation and Industry 4.0
Dragonbane
Benita, An African Romance Illustrated
The Basis of the Cult Classic Film
Vital Subjects

The second novel from the “hottest science fiction writer in America” and New York
Times–bestselling author of Snow Crash and Cryptonomicon (Details). Meet Sangamon Taylor, a New
Age Sam Spade who sports a wet suit instead of a trench coat and prefers Jolt from the can to
Scotch on the rocks. He knows about chemical sludge the way he knows about evil—all too
intimately. And the toxic trail he follows leads to some high and foul places. Before long
Taylor’s house is bombed, his every move followed, he’s adopted by reservation Indians, moves
onto the FBI’s most wanted list, makes up with his girlfriend, and plays a starring role in the
near-assassination of a presidential candidate. Closing the case with the aid of his burnout
roommate, his tofu-eating comrades, three major networks, and a range of unconventional
weaponry, Sangamon Taylor pulls off the most startling caper in Boston Harbor since the Tea
Party. “[Stephenson] captures the nuance and the rhythm of the new world so perfectly that one
almost thinks that it is already here.” —The Washington Post
Volume Four of Clive Barker's seminal Books of Blood contains the stories: 'The Body Politic',
'The Inhuman Condition', 'Revelations', 'Down, Satan!', 'The Age of Desire'. With the 1984
publication of Books of Blood, Clive Barker became an overnight literary sensation. He was
hailed by Stephen King as "the future of horror", and won both the British and World Fantasy
Awards. Now, with his numerous bestsellers, graphic novels, and hit movies like the Hellraiser,
Clive Barker has become an industry unto himself. But it all started here, with this tour de
force collection that rivals the dark masterpieces of Edgar Allan Poe. Read him and rediscover
the true meaning of fear.
The New York Times bestselling author of Gaspipe and The Ice Man, Phillip Carlo returns with a
hair-raising portrait of arguably the most depraved psychopath in the history of the Mafia, mob
enforcer Tommy “Karate” Pitera. The Butcher tells the riveting true story of a hit man who loved
his work too much—a maniac believed responsible for more than sixty remarkably brutal
murders—whom even organized crime’s most cold-blooded assassins feared. Another riveting journey
into the darkest corners of the underworld, Carlo’s The Butcher is destined to be a true crime
classic alongside Wiseguys by Nicholas Pileggi and Underboss by Peter Maas.
A #1 New York Times bestseller! Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT CITY series begins with House
of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she seeks revenge in a
contemporary fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance. Bryce Quinlan had the perfect
life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon murdered her closest friends,
leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone. When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up
again, Bryce finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes to
avenge their deaths. Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now enslaved to the Archangels he
once attempted to overthrow. His brutal skills and incredible strength have been set to one
purpose-to assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon wreaking havoc
in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce find the murderer, and his freedom
will be within reach. As Bryce and Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover
a dark power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they find, in each
other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if they'd only let it. With
unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new
fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache
of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.
The Dream-Hunter
The Top Ten: Writers Pick Their Favorite Books
Zombies
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The Wasp Factory
Healing Homosexuality
Race and Biopolitics in Italy, 1860-1920

Vital Subjects: Race and Biopolitics in Italy is an interdisciplinary study of how racial
and colonial discourses shaped the “making” of Italians as modern political subjects in
the years between its administrative unification (1861-1870) and the end of the First
World War (1919). This title was made Open Access by libraries from around the world
through Knowledge Unlatched.
From #1 New York Times Bestselling, Hugo Award-winning author, Brandon Sanderson, comes
DARK ONE. Paul Tanasin is haunted by visions of a dark, fantastic world. A world called
Mirandus. A world he must shatter. SOME WORLD'S ARE MADE TO BE BROKEN. From #1 New York
Times Bestselling, Hugo Award-winning author, Brandon Sanderson (THE MISTBORN TRILOGY,
THE STORMLIGHT ARCHIVE series), along with Nathan Gooden, Jackson Lanzing, and Collin
Kelly, comes DARK ONE, the first book in a series of original graphic novels from Vault
Comics. Paul Tanasin is a young man haunted by visions of a dark and fantastic
world—visions he initially believes are hallucinations. But when he discovers they are
prophecies from Mirandus, a world in which he's destined to become a fearsome destroyer,
he'll have to embrace the fear, rise up as the Dark One, and shatter everything. DARK ONE
examines the dual roles we often take on in life-the ability to be a savior as well as a
destroyer.
In the ethereal world of dreams, there are champions who fight to protect the dreamer and
there are demons who prey on them... Arik is such a predator. Condemned by the gods to
live eternity without emotions, Arik can only feel when he's in the dreams of others. For
thousands of years, he's drifted through the human unconscious, searching for sensation.
Now he's finally found a dreamer whose vivid mind can fill his emptiness. Dr. Megeara
Kafieri watched her father ruin himself and his reputation as he searched to prove
Atlantis was real. Her deathbed promise to him to salvage his reputation has now brought
her to Greece where she intends to prove once and for all that the fabled island is right
where her father said it was. But frustration and bad luck dog her every step. Especially
the day they find a stranger floating in the sea. His is a face she's seen many times....
in her dreams. What she doesn't know is that Arik holds more than the ancient secrets
that can help her find the mythical isle of Atlantis. He has made a pact with the god
Hades: In exchange for two weeks as a mortal man, he must return to Olympus with a human
soul. Megeara's soul. With a secret society out to ruin her expedition, and mysterious
accidents that keep threatening her life, Megeara refuses to quit. She knows she's
getting closer to Atlantis and as she does, she stumbles onto the truth of what Arik
really is. For Arik his quest is no longer simple. No human can know of a Dream-Hunter's
existence. His dream of being mortal has quickly turned into his own nightmare and the
only way to save himself will be to sacrifice the very thing he wanted to be human for.
The only question is, will he?
A state of the art volume on statistical causality Causality: Statistical Perspectives
and Applications presents a wide-ranging collection of seminal contributions by renowned
experts in the field, providing a thorough treatment of all aspects of statistical
causality. It covers the various formalisms in current use, methods for applying them to
specific problems, and the special requirements of a range of examples from medicine,
biology and economics to political science. This book: Provides a clear account and
comparison of formal languages, concepts and models for statistical causality. Addresses
examples from medicine, biology, economics and political science to aid the reader's
understanding. Is authored by leading experts in their field. Is written in an accessible
style. Postgraduates, professional statisticians and researchers in academia and industry
will benefit from this book.
Revitalising Lagging Regions
Boy's Life
Darker Than You Think
Anatomy of a Mafia Psychopath
DARK ONE, BOOK 1
Methods and Applications
VioletNarrativa tascabileSwan SongSimon and Schuster
Now an HBO Max series starring Ray Romano and Cristin Milioti From one of our most exciting and provocative
young writers, a poignant, riotously funny story of how far some will go for love—and how far some will go to
escape it. Hazel has just moved into a trailer park of senior citizens, with her father and Diane—his extremely
lifelike sex doll—as her roommates. Life with Hazel’s father is strained at best, but her only alternative seems
even bleaker. She’s just run out on her marriage to Byron Gogol, CEO and founder of Gogol Industries, a
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monolithic corporation hell-bent on making its products and technologies indispensable in daily life. For over a
decade, Hazel put up with being veritably quarantined by Byron in the family compound, her every movement and
vital sign tracked. But when he demands to wirelessly connect the two of them via brain chips in a first-ever
human “mind-meld,” Hazel decides what was once merely irritating has become unbearable. The world she
escapes into is a far cry from the dry and clinical bubble she’s been living in, a world populated with a whole host
of deviant oddballs. As Hazel tries to carve out a new life for herself in this uncharted territory, Byron is using
the most sophisticated tools at his disposal to find her and bring her home. His threats become more and more
sinister, and Hazel is forced to take drastic measures in order to find a home of her own and free herself from
Byron’s virtual clutches once and for all. Perceptive and compulsively readable, Made for Love is at once an
absurd, raunchy comedy and a dazzling, profound meditation marriage, monogamy, and family.
From the internationally bestselling author of The Iron Fey series comes the final novel in the fiery and
unforgettable Talon Saga. Get ready to burn… TODAY, WE STRIKE BACK. WE SHOW TALON THAT WE WILL
NEVER ACCEPT THEIR NEW WORLD. Ember Hill has learned a shocking truth about herself: she is the blood of
the Elder Wyrm, the ancient dragon who leads Talon and who is on the verge of world domination. With the Order
of St. George destroyed, Ember, Riley and Garret journey to the Amazon jungle in search of one who might hold
the key to take down the Elder Wyrm and Talon. If they can survive the encounter. Meanwhile, Ember’s brother,
Dante, will travel to China with a message for the last Eastern dragons: join Talon or die. With the stakes rising
and the Elder Wyrm declaring war, time is running out for the rogues and any dragon not allied with Talon. The
final battle approaches. And if Talon is victorious, the world will burn.
The basis for the cult-classic film The Warriors chronicles one New York City gang's nocturnal journey through
the seedy, dangerous subways and city streets of the 1960s. Every gang in the city meets on a sweltering July 4
night in a Bronx park for a peace rally. The crowd of miscreants turns violent after a prominent gang leader is
killed and chaos prevails over the attempt at order. The Warriors follows the Dominators making their way back
to their home territory without being killed. The police are prowling the city in search of anyone involved in the
mayhem. An exhilarating novel that examines New York City teenagers, left behind by society, who form identity
and personal strength through their affiliation with their "family," The Warriors weaves together social
commentary with ancient legends for a classic coming-of-age tale. This edition includes a new introduction by the
author.
Zodiac
Falce. Trilogia della Falce
Tallowwood
Imzadi
Inferno
Classic Tales of Cosmic Horror
Cold cases, murder, lies, and an unimaginable truth. Sydney detective August Shaw has spent the
last decade of work solving cold cases. Since the death of his boyfriend eight years ago,
August works alone, lives alone, is alone -- and that's exactly how he likes it. His work is
his entire life, and he's convinced a string of unsolved cold-case suicides are linked to what
could be Australia's worst ever serial killer. Problem is, no one believes him. Senior
Constable Jacob Porter loves his life in the small town of Tallowwood in the middle of the
rainforests in northern New South Wales. He runs summer camps for the local Indigenous kids,
plays rugby with his mates, has a close family, and he's the local LGBTQIA+ Liaison and the
Indigenous Liaison Officer. When human remains are found in the camping grounds at Tallowwood
Reserve, Jake's new case turns out to be linked to August's cold cases, and Jake agrees they're
not suicides at all. With Jacob now firmly in August's corner, they face one hurdle after
another, even when more remains are found, they still can't seem to gain ground. But when the
body of a fellow police officer turns up under the same MO, it can't be ignored anymore. August
and Jake must trace the untraceable before the killer takes his next victim or before he stops
one of them, permanently.
A mature young midwestern couple describe their training, experiences, and afterthoughts of two
years of community development and teaching for the Peace Corps in a coastal fishing town of
Ecuador.
The polarizing literary debut by Scottish author Ian Banks, The Wasp Factory is the bizarre,
imaginative, disturbing, and darkly comic look into the mind of a child psychopath. Meet Frank
Cauldhame. Just sixteen, and unconventional to say the least: Two years after I killed Blyth I
murdered my young brother Paul, for quite different and more fundamental reasons than I'd
disposed of Blyth, and then a year after that I did for my young cousin Esmerelda, more or less
on a whim. That's my score to date. Three. I haven't killed anybody for years, and don't intend
to ever again. It was just a stage I was going through.
What if you asked 125 top writers to pick their favorite books? Which titles would come out on
top? You'll find the answer in The Top Ten: Writers Pick Their Favorite Books: the ultimate
guide to the world's greatest books. As writers such as Norman Mailer, Annie Proulx, Stephen
King, Jonathan Franzen, Claire Messud, Margaret Drabble, Michael Chabon and Peter Carey name
the ten books that have meant the most to them, you'll be reminded of books you have always
loved and introduced to works awaiting your discovery. The Top Ten includes summaries of 544
books—each of which is considered to be among the ten greatest books ever written by at least
one leading writer. In addition to each writer's Top Ten List, the book features Top Ten Lists
tabulated from their picks, including: • The Top Ten Books of All Time • The Top Ten Books by
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Living Writers • The Top Ten Books of the Twentieth Century • The Top Ten Mysteries • The Top
Ten Comedies The Top Ten will help readers answer the most pressing question of all: What
should I read next?
Made for Love
The Butcher
The Wolf's Hour
Misplaced Legion
Dark Triumph
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